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Can you

 

Everything you need available from one supplier
High-quality products, European standards compliant, at very competitive prices
Short lead times, and delivery to any address
Express and efficient after-sales service
A supplier who adapts to your needs, and never says "no way", but "we will try to find a solution"
An adviser competent in the relevant technology, who speaks your language
The magnitude of time and money savings that you can enjoy being provided by such a supplier

 

At Polwindow the imagination becomes reality!

Door and window joinery for energy-efficient buildings, historical-style windows with espagnolette rod, arched windows, false
arches, biometric double bolts, two-coloured windows, old-style front door reproduction, and rare woods (larch) are not special
for us.
Since 2009 Polwindow Distribution has successfully supplied all kinds of window and doors products made to measure for
business clients across Europe. Cooperation with numerous Polish factories enables us to meet even the most sophisticated
needs of our clients.
Please contact us; we'll gladly answer any query.

 

Wooden and wooden-aluminium windows
If you appreciate natural materials, their nobility and beauty, the best choice is wood. Its choice does not mean compromising
the durability of windows and their thermal and acoustic insulation. Our windows' paint coats are covered with a 5-year
warranty, but in reality they are much more durable, especially in bright colours. Wood is an excellent heat insulating material
(especially the meranti wood) and acoustic insulating material (here oak is the leader). We offer windows made of many types
of wood (pine, spruce, larch, meranti, oak) from FCS certified sources and in various shapes (full arches, basket arches,
ellipses, so-called false arches, historical windows)

 



PVC Windows
 

PVC windows have been immensely successful in recent years and the demand for them keeps growing because of their
numerous advantages, the biggest of which is the best insulating capacity to price ratio on the market. With the richness of
their profiles, colours, shapes, aesthetic solutions, installation types, maintenance reduced to the minimum and short lead
times, PVC windows are able to satisfy the needs of even the most demanding clients.

For our partner in the PVC product range we have chosen Aluplast from Germany, a brand that offers innovative solutions, a
wide range of profiles, accessories, colours and the highest quality at very competitive prices. 

 

 

Aluminium windows
 

Aluminium is a durable material with a modern appearance (hidden leaf, low profile), and does not require maintenance. Its
stiffness enables use for glazing large areas: large sliding windows, mullion - transom curtain walls, and rooflights. Wide
thermal break combined with ever increasing thickness of aluminium profiles, and with filling of high thermal insulation
greatly reduces the distance that only a few years ago separated windows made of aluminium from those made of PVC or
wood in terms of efficient insulation. Aluminium joinery is available in four paint finishes: smooth RAL colours, structured RAL
colours, faux wood, and bi-colour.

Our partner for aluminium products is the Polish company Aluprof having decades of experience in pressing high-quality
aluminium profiles, and considerable investment in innovation.

For more details, please visit https://www.bleu7.com/detail/polwindow-warsaw-169

https://www.bleu7.com/detail/polwindow-warsaw-169

